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Question Paper Consists of Part-A and Part-B 
Answering the question in Part-A is Compulsory, 
Four Questions should be answered from Part-B 

 

PART – A (6 X 2 Marks) 
   

1) a) State the reasons for separating Lexical analysis and Syntax analysis.         [02 M] 

b) What is an LL(1) grammar? When the grammar is said to be LL(1) grammar?          [02 M] 

c) Name the three techniques for constructing LR parsing table.                 [02 M] 

d) Distinguish between static and dynamic storage allocation.                          [02 M]                                                                                         

e) Give the criteria for achieving machine independent code optimization.      [02 M] 

f) Mention the various Register allocation optimization techniques.                  [02 M] 

 PART – B (4 X 12 Marks) 
 

2) a) Explain how input buffering helps lexical analyzer in compilation process.    [06 M] 

b) Discuss the different translation rules of a LEX program.                              [06 M] 

 

3) a) Justify the statement of “Top down parsing is also considered as LMD derivation. [06 M] 

b) Verify whether the following grammar is LL(1) or not?                           [06 M] 

                 E -> E + T | T 

                 T -> TF | F 

           F -> F* | a | b.                          

 

4) a) Write the algorithm to generate the canonical collection of LR(0) items.       [06 M] 

b)  Explain various conflicts that occur during shift reduce parsing.                    [06 M] 

 

5) a)  Discuss about implementation of simple stack allocation scheme.                [06 M] 

b) Give the translation scheme to convert an expression grammar into three address code [06 M] 

 

6) a) Write an algorithm for building a DAG from a basic Block.                          [06 M]                                                                         

            b) Explain in detail about constant folding with an example.                              [06 M]                                                                                        

 

7) a) Compare and contrast between machine dependent and machine independent  optimization. [06 M]                                               

b) Explain about register allocation and assignment in target code generation.    [06 M] 
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